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MOTIVATION: STAGING REQUIRES STRONG FOCUSING
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> High gradient accelerators require strong focusing during acceleration


> Inherent in plasma wakefields


> Needed (in any accelerator) to stop beam breakup from transverse wakefields


> Result: highly divergent beams at the exit/re-entry


> Focal length arguments dictate a minimum staging length given by the energy 
(E) and focusing gradient (gr):


> Example: gr = 10 T/m, E = 100 GeV    ⇒    Lmin = 23 m  
      (with an 11.5 m long focusing channel)


> In a plasma accelerator, the relative emittance growth between each stage will 
be approximately:


> Example: gr = 10 T/m, n0 = 1015 cm-3, σ𝛿 = 1% 
         ⇒   ~100% emittance growth


> Favours low energy spread (bad for beam breakup instability)


> Favours low plasma density (bad for high gradient acceleration, unless using 
plasma density ramps)


> Favours high focusing gradients 

> Another option: final focus-style chromaticity correction (very long)

Lmin ≈ 4
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* For derivations, please see C. A. Lindstrøm, PhD thesis (2019) or the recent CERN Accelerator School staging lecture

http://forward.desy.de
http://urn.nb.no/URN:NBN:no-69347
https://indico.cern.ch/event/759579/contributions/3184800/attachments/1815735/2969303/CAS_staging_lecture_corrected.pdf
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RADIAL FOCUSING AND QUADRUPOLES
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> Very strong/very small quadrupoles — permanent (~500 T/m) or microelectromechanical* (multi-kT/m?)


> What is the equivalent radial focusing gradient (gr) for a lattice of quadrupoles?


> A quadrupole channel has to be ~10 times stronger than a radial focusing channel with the same gradient.

gr,quads ≈
gr
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Image source: C. A. Lindstrøm, PhD thesis (2019)

* J. Harrison, et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 18, 023501 (2015).

Image source: C. A. Lindstrøm et al., NIM A 829, 224–228 (2016)

http://forward.desy.de
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO DO RADIAL FOCUSING IN VACUUM?
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> Only two fields can radially focus a beam:              and


> Seemingly three options:


> 1.    Er from a charge density


> 2.    Bϕ from a current density


> 3.    Bϕ from a displacement current (rapidly changing Ez)


> Only option 3 could be done in vacuum — but turns out to be fundamentally impossible:


> Rapidly varying Ez-fields (at zero crossing) sets up Er-fields (Gauss’ law) which cancels out 
(to 1/γ2) any overall focusing from the induced Bϕ across the cavity.


> Conclusion: Radial focusing requires an on-axis material 

> To reduce scattering, we must maximize exposed charge or conductivity per density  
 
     ⇒ Use a plasma


> Two categories:


> Passive plasma lenses (electrostatic, Er)


> Active plasma lenses (magnetic, Bϕ)

Er Bϕ

Image source: Thomas P. Wangler, RF Linear Accelerators,  
(Wiley, Weinheim, 2008), pp. 201–207.

http://forward.desy.de
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PASSIVE PLASMA LENSING — HISTORY (1922–2019)
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> “Ancient” history:


> 1922: Electrostatic focusing of a continuous 300 eV electron beam in a cathode ray 
tube by Johnson from an excess of on-axis positive ions.


> 1934: Bennett proposes magnetically self-focused electron streams, where the 
electric space-charge field of the stream is neutralized by a plasma, leaving only 
magnetic focusing fields.


> 1947: Gabor proposes to use an electron cloud for focusing low energy ion beams.


> 1966: Magnetically self-focused electron streams are observed by Graybill and Nablo


> 1969: Gabor lensing is experimentally demonstrated for the first time by Zhukov et al.


> Modern history:


> 1987: Chen proposes to use the strong transverse electrostatic fields of beam-
driven PWFAs for the final focus of a linear collider 

> 1990: Self-pinching of a 21 MeV electron beam by (overdense) plasma wakefields is 
observed at Argonne by Rosenzweig et al.


> 2001: 28.5 GeV positrons focused by a 3 mm passive plasma lens at FFTB by Ng et 
al.


> 2010: Thompson et al. demonstrates a low-aberration plasma lensing at the 
underdense (blowout) threshold at Fermilab.


> 2015: Laser-driven passive plasma lensing demonstrated by Thaury et al. at LOA.

Image source: John B. Johnson, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 6, 701 (1922).

Image source: Dennis Gabor, Nature 160, 89 (1947).

Image source: Pisin Chen, Part. Accel. 20, 171 (1987).

http://forward.desy.de
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PASSIVE PLASMA LENSING
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> Electrostatic focusing by an ion column — using a plasma wakefield accelerator for focusing only


> Provides very strong focusing gradients: 


> Example:     n0 = 1017 cm-3   ⇒    gr = 3 MT/m


> Only works for intense bunches (self-driven or with a driver)

Image source: M. Litos et al., Nature 515, 92–95 (2014)

Image source (adapted): C. E. Clayton et al., Nat. Commun. 7, 12483 (2016)

gr =
en0

2cϵ0
Maximum focusing gradient:

http://forward.desy.de
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PASSIVE PLASMA LENSING — PLASMA DENSITY RAMPS
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> Main direction of research in plasma lenses today: tailored plasma density ramps


> Able to significantly increase matched beta functions before exiting the plasma


> Two classes:


> Adiabatic (slow, matched beta throughout) — long, good for chromaticity


> Non-adiabatic (fast, not matched beta throughout) — short, good for monochromatic beams

last configuration is for the recently developed collider
concepts based on linking together many PBAs [35,36].
Each stage (with a separate driver) provides a gain of about
10 GeV. In the latter three cases, a magnetic focusing optic
will be needed to couple the beam from one stage into or
from the PBA.
In the above scenarios, the beam exiting one stage

needs to be coupled into the next stage that may have a
drastically different field-focusing strength. In traditional
accelerators, solenoids and quadrupoles are typically
combined to guide the transverse motion of the particles
between the stages. However, due to an ultrahigh
focusing gradient in the nonlinear plasma wake
(G½MT=m"≡ Fr=ecr ≈ 3.01np½1017 cm−3"), state-of-the-
art quadrupoles (G ∼ 103 T=m) [37,38] are not strong
enough to confine the transverse motion of the particles
between the stages. Here Fr is the transverse focusing force
in the direction r and np is the plasma density. As a result,
beams will experience orders of magnitude transverse size
variation when propagating between the PBA and the
conventional focusing optic, and the particles’ transverse
motion will become very sensitive to the energy spread of
the bunch; i.e., particles with different energy will undergo
transverse betatron oscillations with different betatron
phases, leading to a catastrophic emittance growth [13–16].
The transverse normalized emittance, which is a

figure of merit for the beam quality, is defined as
ϵn ¼ ð1=mcÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx2ihp2

xi − hxpxi2
p

, where hi represents an
ensemble average over the beam distribution, x is the
transverse position, and px is the transverse momentum.
The phase space distribution is described by the CS
parameters β, α, and γ [23] where β ¼ hx2i=ϵ,
α ¼ −hxx0i=ϵ, γ ¼ hx02i=ϵ, where x0 ¼ dx=dz ¼ px=pz

is the slope of the particle trajectory, ϵ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx2ihx02i − hxx0i2

p
is the geometric emittance, β is a

measure of the beam size, α represents the correlation
between x and x0 (e.g., at beam waist α ¼ 0), and γ is a
measure of the spread in the particle slopes. The CS
parameters satisfy the relationship βγ ¼ 1þ α2. In typical
cases, the CS parameters of a matched electron beam in
the PBAs are determined by the field structure inside
the nonlinear wake as βp ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hγbi

p
k −1p , αp ¼ 0, where

hγbi is the average value of the relativistic factor of
the beam.
It is straightforward to obtain the emittance evolution

when a relativistic beam drifts in free space as

ϵnðzÞ ¼ hpziϵ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ̂2γb ½ðγiz − αiÞ2 þ 1" þ 1

q
, where σ̂γb ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

hp2
zi − hpzi2

p
=hpzi is the relative energy spread of the

beam, and the geometric emittance ϵ remains constant in
free space [13,14]. Here subscript “i” refers to the input or
initial quantity. When the relativistic beam propagates in
focusing elements, the emittance evolution is determined
by the detailed configurations of the quadrupoles or the
field structure in the plasma wake. For the simple case

where a linear focusing force Fr that is constant in z is
present, the emittance grows and finally saturates when the
beam is not matched and there is any initial or induced
energy spread.
Now we consider the situation shown in Fig. 1(a), where

both Fr and accelerating field Ez are present. Here an
electron bunch of hγb;ii ¼ 200 with an initial energy spread
σ̂γb ¼ 0.01 is produced in a 1019 cm−3 injector stage
(βi ¼ 33.7 μm, αi ¼ 0). It then propagates 0.5 mm in
vacuum (βv ≈ 220βi, αv ≈ −15) before entering a lower
density (1017 cm−3) acceleration stage, with no attempt
made to match the beam between the two stages. Further
energy spread is induced by the acceleration gradient that
varies uniformly between ½Ez − ΔEz

=2; Ez þ ΔEz
=2". We

solve the transverse motion equation numerically for many
test particles to plot the evolution of the emittance as solid
lines in Fig. 1(a) for twodifferent values ofΔEz

. Catastrophic
emittance growth by more than a factor of 15 is seen.
It is also possible to obtain an analytical expression for

the projected emittance. Following the derivation in
Ref. [16] for cases where all particles are initialized at
the same zi leads to

ϵn ¼ ϵn;sat

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 −
ðγiβF þ βi=βFÞ2 − 4

ðγiβF þ βi=βFÞ2

"
sinΔΦ
ΔΦ

#
2

s

; ð1Þ

where ϵn;sat ≈ ϵn;iðγiβF þ βi=βFÞ=2 [15] and βF ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hγbimc=Ge

p
is the average beta function of the beam
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FIG. 1. (a) The emittance evolution of an electron beam
(hγb;ii ¼ 200) from a high-density plasma injector as it prop-
agates in a low-density plasma accelerator. The emittance
evolution for two different values of ΔEz

and Ez ¼ 1, where
Ez is normalized by mcωp;acc=e and ωp;acc is the plasma
frequency in the accelerator. The inset shows the relative position
of the bunch within the nonlinear accelerating cavity. (b) The
concept of matching using a longitudinally tailored plasma
profile. The beam to be accelerated in a PBA is focused at the
entrance of a plasma density ramp for matching and injected into
a fully “blown-out" wake produced by either a laser pulse or an
electron bunch (driver bunch).

PRL 116, 124801 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

25 MARCH 2016

124801-2

Image source: X. Xu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 124801 (2016) [10]

http://forward.desy.de
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PASSIVE PLASMA LENSING — PROBLEMS FOR COLLIDER BEAMS
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> Driver/self-misalignments

The corresponding Ff is significantly perturbed around the
axis, as seen in Fig. 2(c), where F⃗f · x̂ in the y ¼ 0 plane is
plotted for several values of ξ. The slope of F⃗f · x̂ is nearly
the same in each slice, but the maximum value and width
grows through the beam. The initial transverse density
profile of the beam is shown as a reference. From Fig. 2(c),
we can also estimate the perturbation of Ez using Panofsky-
Wenzel theorem ΔEz¼

R
dr∂Ff=∂ξ≈ΔrΔFf=2Δξ, which

is on the order of 0.002 for Δr ¼ 0.1, ΔFf ¼ 0.02, and
Δξ ¼ 0.5. The ΔEz is negligible compared to −1.0, which
is that felt by the trailing beam. This is consistent with the
lower resolution simulations where the bubble excitation is
also modeled. The basic reason for such a small perturba-
tion on Ez is that, for each slice, the total charge contained
in the ion density peak is very small, and it changes slowly
along ξ.
In Fig. 2(d), we plot the emittance growth for slices at the

same values of ξ, as well as the projected emittance. The
emittance is seen to rapidly grow and then saturate for each
slice. The projected emittance (and the slice in the middle
of the beam) grows by less than a factor of 1.8, and slices in
the rear of the beam grow only by a factor of 2.1. This
emittance growth is much less than the anticipated growth
[16,17] and that seen in Fig. 1(b) for A ¼ 200 and σ ¼ σx0.
The fundamental reason for the significantly smaller than

expected emittance growth is that the ion compression is
much narrower than the initial beam spot size. This can be

seen in Fig. 3(a), where a lineout of the ion density vs x (for
y ¼ 0) is shown in the middle of the beam; i.e., ξ ¼ 0 is
shown from the above simulation. For comparison, the
initial trailing beam profile (the dashed gray line) and the
prescribed form for the ion density (the dashed red line) for
A ¼ 135.9 and σ ¼ 0.1σx0 are also shown. The narrower
ion compression leads to a smaller value of px0 and to an
anharmonic motion, such that the time average over a
particle’s orbit is less than px0=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. We note that the ion

collapse develops a pedestal outside the core as one moves
through the bunch, although the width of the core remains
unchanged. This effectively increases σ for the later slices.
To quantify the emittance growth, we first note that

just as the emittance quickly reaches a steady state [as seen
in Fig. 2(d)], so too does the beam phase space and the
ion density. In the steady state (where the spot size does
not change), hxpxif ¼ 0, so the final emittance of the beam

is ϵNxf ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx2ifhp2

xif
q

. In addition, in the steady state,

hx2if ¼ fhx2igt;Δt ¼ hfx2gt;Δti, where fgt;Δt represents
the time average of a quantity at time t during a duration
Δt. We can choose a Δt ¼ T that is much larger
than every particle’s oscillation period τ. Therefore,
fx2gt;T ¼ fx2gt;τ ≡ X 2

ave ¼ ð
R x0
0

dx
vx
x2=

R x0
0

dx
vx
Þ ¼ ð

R x0
0 dxx2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ψðx; ξÞ− ψðx0; ξÞ%

p
Þ = ð

R x0
0 dx =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ψðx; ξÞ− ψðx0; ξÞ%

p
Þ,

where x0 is the maximum value of x, vx ¼ px=γ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2½ψðx; ξÞ − ψðx0; ξÞ%=γ

p
, and ψ is the wake potential

[FfðxÞ ¼ −∂ψ=∂x]. For highly relativistic beams, there is
no phase slippage, so each slice evolves independently with
a different phase space distribution. We henceforth assume
that γ does not change, so it can be brought out of the
integrals. In reality, γ changes adiabatically, and including
this in the numerical work does not alter the results.
Following analogous reasoning leads to fp2

xgt;T¼P2
ave¼

γð
R x0
0 dx

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ψðx;ξÞ−ψðx0;ξÞ%

p
Þ=ð

R x0
0 dx=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ψðx;ξÞ−ψðx0;ξÞ%

p
Þ.

In Fig. 3(b), we plot px and x vs s ¼ z ≈ ct for an
electron starting at rest at x0 ¼ σx0 in a focusing force with
A ¼ 200 and σ ¼ 0.1σx0 or σ ¼ σx0. The s axis is normal-
ized to the period of the oscillation for each case, while px
and x are normalized to their maximum values px0 and x0.
It is clearly seen that the xðsÞ motion is essentially
harmonic for both cases, while the pxðsÞ motion is very
different for the σ ¼ 0.1σx0 (narrow ion collapse) case; i.e.,
it is anharmonic. Because the xðsÞ motion is harmonic,
X ave=x0 ≈ 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
for both cases, while, by inspection of

Fig. 3(b), Pave=px0 ≪ 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
when σ ≪ σx0. To quantify

this, in Fig. 3(c), we plot how Pave, px0, and X ave depend on
x0 and σ for A ¼ 200. This clearly shows that Pave is much
smaller than px0 and that px0 is much smaller when the ion
collapse is narrower.
We now use Pave, X ave, and the initial beam distribution

function, f0ðx; pÞ, to calculate hx2if and hp2if. As men-
tioned before, hx2if ¼ hX 2

avei. To calculate hX 2
avei, we sort
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FIG. 2. PWFAwith ion motion. (a) Nonlinear wake in H plasma
and the drive and trailing beam densities (ξ ¼ 0 is the center of
the trailing beam). (b) Plasma ion density in x-ξ plane (ξ ¼ 0 is
the center of the trailing beam). (c) Ff transverse lineouts at
different ξ’s and the initial beam density profile. (d) The trailing
beam’s projected and slice emittance evolutions. The plasma skin
depth is k−1p ¼ 16.83 μm in these plots.

PRL 118, 244801 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
16 JUNE 2017

244801-3

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature13882

High-efficiency acceleration of an electron beam in a
plasma wakefield accelerator
M. Litos1, E. Adli1,2, W. An3, C. I. Clarke1, C. E. Clayton4, S. Corde1, J. P. Delahaye1, R. J. England1, A. S. Fisher1, J. Frederico1,
S. Gessner1, S. Z. Green1, M. J. Hogan1, C. Joshi4, W. Lu5, K. A. Marsh4, W. B. Mori3, P. Muggli6, N. Vafaei-Najafabadi4, D. Walz1,
G. White1, Z. Wu1, V. Yakimenko1 & G. Yocky1

High-efficiency acceleration of charged particle beams at high gradi-
ents of energy gain per unit length is necessary to achieve an affordable
and compact high-energy collider. The plasma wakefield accelerator
is one concept1–3 being developed for this purpose. In plasma wake-
field acceleration, a charge-density wake with high accelerating fields
is driven by the passage of an ultra-relativistic bunch of charged par-
ticles (the drive bunch) through a plasma4–6. If a second bunch of rela-
tivistic electrons (the trailing bunch) with sufficient charge follows
in the wake of the drive bunch at an appropriate distance, it can be
efficiently accelerated to high energy. Previous experiments using
just a single 42-gigaelectronvolt drive bunch have accelerated elec-
trons with a continuous energy spectrum and a maximum energy of
up to 85 gigaelectronvolts from the tail of the same bunch in less than
a metre of plasma7. However, the total charge of these accelerated
electrons was insufficient to extract a substantial amount of energy
from the wake. Here we report high-efficiency acceleration of a dis-
crete trailing bunch of electrons that contains sufficient charge to
extract a substantial amount of energy from the high-gradient, non-
linear plasma wakefield accelerator. Specifically, we show the accel-
eration of about 74 picocoulombs of charge contained in the core of
the trailing bunch in an accelerating gradient of about 4.4 gigavolts
per metre. These core particles gain about 1.6 gigaelectronvolts of
energy per particle, with a final energy spread as low as 0.7 per cent
(2.0 per cent on average), and an energy-transfer efficiency from the
wake to the bunch that can exceed 30 per cent (17.7 per cent on aver-
age). This acceleration of a distinct bunch of electrons containing a
substantial charge and having a small energy spread with both a high
accelerating gradient and a high energy-transfer efficiency represents
a milestone in the development of plasma wakefield acceleration into
a compact and affordable accelerator technology.

The experiment reported here is carried out in the three-dimensional,
nonlinear regime of plasma wakefield acceleration, also known as the blow-
out regime8. In this regime, a tightly focused and short ultra-relativistic
electron bunch with a density greater than the plasma density propagates
through a long column of plasma. sr=c

!
vp and sz=pc

!
vp are the

root-mean-square (r.m.s.) transverse and longitudinal sizes of the
beam, respectively, with vp the plasma frequency. The transverse elec-
tric field of this drive bunch expels all of the plasma electrons within a
radius of about 30mm, as shown in the three-dimensional particle-in-
cell (QuickPIC9,10) simulation depicted in Fig. 1a. The Coulomb field of
the stationary ions pulls the expelled plasma electrons back towards the
central axis, which begins the wake oscillation, producing periodic ion
cavities in the plasma. This wake structure follows the beam trajectory
with a phase velocity matched to the drive bunch, at nearly the speed
of light.

In the simulation, the input plasma and beam parameters are similar
to those measured in the experiment with a simple scaling of the total
beam charge (see Methods). The on-axis longitudinal electric field Ez of

the wake, also depicted in Fig. 1a, shows that the bulk of the drive bunch
is located in a region of positive (forward-directed) electric field, and
thus loses energy. If the electrons in the rear of such a drive bunch were
to extend into the negative region of the electric field, they would gain
energy from the wake. If there were not enough charge in the long tail
of electrons to have a non-negligible impact on the profile of the steep

1SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA. 2Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 0316 Oslo, Norway. 3Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California
Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA. 4Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA. 5Department of Engineering Physics,
Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China. 6Max Planck Institute for Physics, Munich 80805, Germany.
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Figure 1 | Three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation of beam-driven
plasma wakefield interaction. a, A slice through the centre of an unloaded
plasma wake, where x is the dimension transverse to the motion, and j 5 z 2 ct
is the dimension parallel to the motion, Ez is the on-axis longitudinal
electric field (red solid line) and Ib is the current of the input beam (blue dotted
line). b, A plasma wake generated by the same drive bunch as in a when
loaded by a trailing bunch. The plasma electron density is represented in blue,
while the beam density is represented in red. The ion density (not shown) is
uniform. The particle-in-cell code QuickPIC9,10 was used to generate this
simulation of the beam–plasma interaction.
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High-efficiency acceleration of an electron beam in a
plasma wakefield accelerator
M. Litos1, E. Adli1,2, W. An3, C. I. Clarke1, C. E. Clayton4, S. Corde1, J. P. Delahaye1, R. J. England1, A. S. Fisher1, J. Frederico1,
S. Gessner1, S. Z. Green1, M. J. Hogan1, C. Joshi4, W. Lu5, K. A. Marsh4, W. B. Mori3, P. Muggli6, N. Vafaei-Najafabadi4, D. Walz1,
G. White1, Z. Wu1, V. Yakimenko1 & G. Yocky1

High-efficiency acceleration of charged particle beams at high gradi-
ents of energy gain per unit length is necessary to achieve an affordable
and compact high-energy collider. The plasma wakefield accelerator
is one concept1–3 being developed for this purpose. In plasma wake-
field acceleration, a charge-density wake with high accelerating fields
is driven by the passage of an ultra-relativistic bunch of charged par-
ticles (the drive bunch) through a plasma4–6. If a second bunch of rela-
tivistic electrons (the trailing bunch) with sufficient charge follows
in the wake of the drive bunch at an appropriate distance, it can be
efficiently accelerated to high energy. Previous experiments using
just a single 42-gigaelectronvolt drive bunch have accelerated elec-
trons with a continuous energy spectrum and a maximum energy of
up to 85 gigaelectronvolts from the tail of the same bunch in less than
a metre of plasma7. However, the total charge of these accelerated
electrons was insufficient to extract a substantial amount of energy
from the wake. Here we report high-efficiency acceleration of a dis-
crete trailing bunch of electrons that contains sufficient charge to
extract a substantial amount of energy from the high-gradient, non-
linear plasma wakefield accelerator. Specifically, we show the accel-
eration of about 74 picocoulombs of charge contained in the core of
the trailing bunch in an accelerating gradient of about 4.4 gigavolts
per metre. These core particles gain about 1.6 gigaelectronvolts of
energy per particle, with a final energy spread as low as 0.7 per cent
(2.0 per cent on average), and an energy-transfer efficiency from the
wake to the bunch that can exceed 30 per cent (17.7 per cent on aver-
age). This acceleration of a distinct bunch of electrons containing a
substantial charge and having a small energy spread with both a high
accelerating gradient and a high energy-transfer efficiency represents
a milestone in the development of plasma wakefield acceleration into
a compact and affordable accelerator technology.

The experiment reported here is carried out in the three-dimensional,
nonlinear regime of plasma wakefield acceleration, also known as the blow-
out regime8. In this regime, a tightly focused and short ultra-relativistic
electron bunch with a density greater than the plasma density propagates
through a long column of plasma. sr=c

!
vp and sz=pc

!
vp are the

root-mean-square (r.m.s.) transverse and longitudinal sizes of the
beam, respectively, with vp the plasma frequency. The transverse elec-
tric field of this drive bunch expels all of the plasma electrons within a
radius of about 30mm, as shown in the three-dimensional particle-in-
cell (QuickPIC9,10) simulation depicted in Fig. 1a. The Coulomb field of
the stationary ions pulls the expelled plasma electrons back towards the
central axis, which begins the wake oscillation, producing periodic ion
cavities in the plasma. This wake structure follows the beam trajectory
with a phase velocity matched to the drive bunch, at nearly the speed
of light.

In the simulation, the input plasma and beam parameters are similar
to those measured in the experiment with a simple scaling of the total
beam charge (see Methods). The on-axis longitudinal electric field Ez of

the wake, also depicted in Fig. 1a, shows that the bulk of the drive bunch
is located in a region of positive (forward-directed) electric field, and
thus loses energy. If the electrons in the rear of such a drive bunch were
to extend into the negative region of the electric field, they would gain
energy from the wake. If there were not enough charge in the long tail
of electrons to have a non-negligible impact on the profile of the steep

1SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA. 2Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 0316 Oslo, Norway. 3Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California
Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA. 4Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095, USA. 5Department of Engineering Physics,
Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China. 6Max Planck Institute for Physics, Munich 80805, Germany.
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Figure 1 | Three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation of beam-driven
plasma wakefield interaction. a, A slice through the centre of an unloaded
plasma wake, where x is the dimension transverse to the motion, and j 5 z 2 ct
is the dimension parallel to the motion, Ez is the on-axis longitudinal
electric field (red solid line) and Ib is the current of the input beam (blue dotted
line). b, A plasma wake generated by the same drive bunch as in a when
loaded by a trailing bunch. The plasma electron density is represented in blue,
while the beam density is represented in red. The ion density (not shown) is
uniform. The particle-in-cell code QuickPIC9,10 was used to generate this
simulation of the beam–plasma interaction.
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Multi-gigaelectronvolt acceleration of positrons
in a self-loaded plasma wakefield
S. Corde1,2, E. Adli1,3, J. M. Allen1, W. An4,5, C. I. Clarke1, C. E. Clayton4, J. P. Delahaye1, J. Frederico1, S. Gessner1, S. Z. Green1,
M. J. Hogan1, C. Joshi4, N. Lipkowitz1, M. Litos1, W. Lu6, K. A. Marsh4, W. B. Mori4,5, M. Schmeltz1, N. Vafaei-Najafabadi4,
D. Walz1, V. Yakimenko1 & G. Yocky1

Electrical breakdown sets a limit on the kinetic energy that part-
icles in a conventional radio-frequency accelerator can reach. New
accelerator concepts must be developed to achieve higher energies
and to make future particle colliders more compact and affordable.
The plasma wakefield accelerator (PWFA) embodies one such con-
cept, in which the electric field of a plasma wake excited by a bunch
of charged particles (such as electrons) is used to accelerate a trail-
ing bunch of particles. To apply plasma acceleration to electron–
positron colliders, it is imperative that both the electrons and their
antimatter counterpart, the positrons, are efficiently accelerated at
high fields using plasmas1. Although substantial progress has
recently been reported on high-field, high-efficiency acceleration
of electrons in a PWFA powered by an electron bunch2, such an
electron-driven wake is unsuitable for the acceleration and focus-
ing of a positron bunch. Here we demonstrate a new regime of
PWFAs where particles in the front of a single positron bunch
transfer their energy to a substantial number of those in the rear
of the same bunch by exciting a wakefield in the plasma. In the
process, the accelerating field is altered—‘self-loaded’—so that
about a billion positrons gain five gigaelectronvolts of energy with
a narrow energy spread over a distance of just 1.3 metres. They
extract about 30 per cent of the wake’s energy and form a spectrally
distinct bunch with a root-mean-square energy spread as low as

1.8 per cent. This ability to transfer energy efficiently from the
front to the rear within a single positron bunch makes the PWFA
scheme very attractive as an energy booster to an electron–positron
collider.

Future high-energy particle colliders will operate at the frontier of
particle physics, with particle energies in the range of several trillion
electronvolts3. Beyond the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), physicists envi-
sion building even bigger machines, such as the Future Circular
Collider4, which would collide protons at energies of around 100 TeV,
but would require a tunnel of circumference approximately 100 km.
Electron–positron linear colliders are also being considered, with
proposed machines such as the International Linear Collider5 (ILC)
and the Compact Linear Collider6 (CLIC). Based on existing radio-
frequency technology, they are also expensive and tens of kilometres
long. Looking beyond these machines, methods of building compact
and efficient particle colliders—such as the muon collider7, the laser
wakefield accelerator8 and the PWFA9—are under development. Of
these, the PWFA has showed an energy gain of tens of billions of
electronvolts in less than one metre10, and has recently shown high-
efficiency acceleration of an electron bunch with a narrow energy
spread containing a substantial charge, at a high energy gain per unit
length (or gradient) (ref. 2). However, for a future PWFA-based
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Figure 1 | Simulated plasma wakes driven by short and intense positron
bunches. The electron plasma density in the y–j plane is shown after a
propagation distance of s 5 ct 5 135 cm into the plasma, where y is the
dimension transverse to the direction of motion of the bunch, and j 5 z 2 ct is
the dimension parallel to the motion. In both panels the one-third-of-the-
maximum contour of the initial positron bunch density is represented by the
orange dashed line, the on-axis density profile of the initial positron bunch by
the grey dashed line, and the on-axis longitudinal electric field Ez by the red

solid line. The beam and plasma parameters (described in the Fig. 3 legend) are
the same as those in the experiment. a, The unloaded plasma wake, for which
no positrons are being accelerated by the wake because the bunch has been
terminated just as Ez reverses sign. b, The self-loaded plasma wake, where the
trailing particles of a single bunch extract energy from the wake excited by
the particles in the front. In a and b, the colour scale represents the perturbed
plasma electron density (the plasma density prior to the passage of the beam is
constant at 8 3 1016 cm23).
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Multi-gigaelectronvolt acceleration of positrons
in a self-loaded plasma wakefield
S. Corde1,2, E. Adli1,3, J. M. Allen1, W. An4,5, C. I. Clarke1, C. E. Clayton4, J. P. Delahaye1, J. Frederico1, S. Gessner1, S. Z. Green1,
M. J. Hogan1, C. Joshi4, N. Lipkowitz1, M. Litos1, W. Lu6, K. A. Marsh4, W. B. Mori4,5, M. Schmeltz1, N. Vafaei-Najafabadi4,
D. Walz1, V. Yakimenko1 & G. Yocky1

Electrical breakdown sets a limit on the kinetic energy that part-
icles in a conventional radio-frequency accelerator can reach. New
accelerator concepts must be developed to achieve higher energies
and to make future particle colliders more compact and affordable.
The plasma wakefield accelerator (PWFA) embodies one such con-
cept, in which the electric field of a plasma wake excited by a bunch
of charged particles (such as electrons) is used to accelerate a trail-
ing bunch of particles. To apply plasma acceleration to electron–
positron colliders, it is imperative that both the electrons and their
antimatter counterpart, the positrons, are efficiently accelerated at
high fields using plasmas1. Although substantial progress has
recently been reported on high-field, high-efficiency acceleration
of electrons in a PWFA powered by an electron bunch2, such an
electron-driven wake is unsuitable for the acceleration and focus-
ing of a positron bunch. Here we demonstrate a new regime of
PWFAs where particles in the front of a single positron bunch
transfer their energy to a substantial number of those in the rear
of the same bunch by exciting a wakefield in the plasma. In the
process, the accelerating field is altered—‘self-loaded’—so that
about a billion positrons gain five gigaelectronvolts of energy with
a narrow energy spread over a distance of just 1.3 metres. They
extract about 30 per cent of the wake’s energy and form a spectrally
distinct bunch with a root-mean-square energy spread as low as

1.8 per cent. This ability to transfer energy efficiently from the
front to the rear within a single positron bunch makes the PWFA
scheme very attractive as an energy booster to an electron–positron
collider.

Future high-energy particle colliders will operate at the frontier of
particle physics, with particle energies in the range of several trillion
electronvolts3. Beyond the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), physicists envi-
sion building even bigger machines, such as the Future Circular
Collider4, which would collide protons at energies of around 100 TeV,
but would require a tunnel of circumference approximately 100 km.
Electron–positron linear colliders are also being considered, with
proposed machines such as the International Linear Collider5 (ILC)
and the Compact Linear Collider6 (CLIC). Based on existing radio-
frequency technology, they are also expensive and tens of kilometres
long. Looking beyond these machines, methods of building compact
and efficient particle colliders—such as the muon collider7, the laser
wakefield accelerator8 and the PWFA9—are under development. Of
these, the PWFA has showed an energy gain of tens of billions of
electronvolts in less than one metre10, and has recently shown high-
efficiency acceleration of an electron bunch with a narrow energy
spread containing a substantial charge, at a high energy gain per unit
length (or gradient) (ref. 2). However, for a future PWFA-based
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Figure 1 | Simulated plasma wakes driven by short and intense positron
bunches. The electron plasma density in the y–j plane is shown after a
propagation distance of s 5 ct 5 135 cm into the plasma, where y is the
dimension transverse to the direction of motion of the bunch, and j 5 z 2 ct is
the dimension parallel to the motion. In both panels the one-third-of-the-
maximum contour of the initial positron bunch density is represented by the
orange dashed line, the on-axis density profile of the initial positron bunch by
the grey dashed line, and the on-axis longitudinal electric field Ez by the red

solid line. The beam and plasma parameters (described in the Fig. 3 legend) are
the same as those in the experiment. a, The unloaded plasma wake, for which
no positrons are being accelerated by the wake because the bunch has been
terminated just as Ez reverses sign. b, The self-loaded plasma wake, where the
trailing particles of a single bunch extract energy from the wake excited by
the particles in the front. In a and b, the colour scale represents the perturbed
plasma electron density (the plasma density prior to the passage of the beam is
constant at 8 3 1016 cm23).
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> Positron focusing

> Ion motion

> Non-uniformity / need for driver

Image source: M. Litos et al., Nature 515, 92–95 (2014)

R12 ≠ R34 ≠ 0  
unless driven by on-axis beam

Image source: S. Corde et al., Nature 524, 442 (2015).

Image source: W. An et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 244801 (2017).
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSING — WORKING PRINCIPLE
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> Magnetic fields from a uniform current density


> Strong focusing fields ~kT/m  (~3 kT/m demonstrated at BELLA)


> Uniform focusing fields, longitudinally and transversely (ideally)


> Misalignments not beam-based – can do imaging.
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Image source: van Tilborg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 184802 (2015).Image source: DESY Mainz plasma lens experiment
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSING — HISTORY (1950–2019)

�10

> “Ancient” history:


> 1950: Panofsky and Baker construct an “arc lens” with an externally driven 
current to focus their 350 MeV ion beam in the 184-inch cyclotron at the 
Berkeley Rad Lab.  

> 1965: A similar lens is build at Brookhaven by Forsyth et al. to increase the neutrino 
yield in a spark chamber experiment.


> 1991: z-pinch plasma lensing is used for focusing heavy-ion beams in the SIS 
accelerator at GSI-Darmstadt by Boggasch et al. 


> 1992: Braun proposes active plasma lensing for more efficient positron capture. 


> 1992: Wall-stabilized, unpinched active plasma lensing of heavy ions in UNILAC, 
GSI-Darmstadt by Boggasch and Stetter et al.


> Modern history:


> 2015  Discharge capillary-based (unpinched) active plasma lenses are used for 
strong (3000 T/m) focusing of laser-wakefield accelerated beams in BELLA at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab by van Tilborg et al..  

> 2016: The BELLA plasma lens is used by Steinke et al. to demonstrate staging of 
two laser plasma accelerators. 


> 2017:  Van Tilborg et al. presents indirect evidence of the nonuniform current density 
in helium, by observation of ring-shaped beams and an enhanced focusing gradient. 


> 2017: Experiments at INFN by Pompili et al.


> 2018: Experiments at Mainz Microtron (by DESY) by Röckemann et al.


> 2018: Experiments at CLEAR, CERN by Lindstrøm et al — aberration suppression 
and emittance preservation
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laser pulse over many Rayleigh lengths, minimizing diffraction and 
extending the acceleration length. These target systems are well char-
acterized3,14, and a model has previously been developed that permits 
the wakefield amplitude to be determined by means of the spectral 
redshift of the transmitted laser15,26,27. We used a feedback-controlled, 
tape-based plasma mirror (see Methods) to combine the injected  
electron beam with the laser driver in the second stage.

The laser pulses reflected off the plasma mirror were guided in the 
parabolic plasma channel created in the discharge capillary with an 
energy transmission of 85%. Matched propagation of a transversely 
Gaussian laser pulse in a plasma with a transverse parabolic density 
profile can be obtained—at low laser power and intensity—if the 
input-laser spot size, w0 (which corresponds to a radius whereby  
the laser intensity is 1/e2 compared to the on-axis value), equals the 
matched spot size, rm. (For a parabolic plasma profile, n (r) = n 0 + αr2, 
where n 0 is the on-axis density, r is the transverse spatial coordinate in 
the plasma channel, and α is the parameter controlling the depth of 
the channel; the matched spot size is given by rm = (απre)−1/4, with 
re = 2.8 × 10−13 cm being the classical electron radius.) In our experi-
mental conditions, rm = 45 µm, and the laser spot size at focus was 
w0 = 18 µm, leading to mismatched propagation and, hence, to varying 
peak intensities and wakefield strengths along the capillary. The char-
acteristic oscillation length of the laser spot size is given by λOS = πzRM, 
where π λ= /z rmRM

2 , and λ = 0.8 µm is the central wavelength of the 
laser. For our parameters, λOS = 25 mm. Wake excitation under these 
conditions was confirmed by measuring optical spectra of the trans-
mitted laser pulse, showing an increasing redshift with increasing 
plasma density in the channel. Quantitative analysis of the spectra 
revealed a maximum relative redshift of 3% with respect to the central 
wavelength of the laser at a density of 2 × 1018 cm−3. This corresponds 
to an average field amplitude of about 17 MV mm−1 if wake excitation 
occurs over the full length of the capillary26.

To control the phasing of the electron beam in the plasma wake of 
the second-stage LPA, we varied the delay between the laser pulses 
that drive the first and second stages, with femtosecond precision, 
with an optical-delay stage in the laser beam line of the injector stage. 
Electron spectra were recorded as a function of the delay between the 
two laser pulses. In the case of a positive delay, the first-stage elec-
trons propagated without the influence of the second laser pulse. After 
the second laser pulse arrived (negative delay), the electron spectra 
were periodically modulated in energy (Fig. 2a). The period of the 
modulation was 80 ±  6 femtoseconds, consistent with a plasma wave-
length λp of 24 µm, at a density of (1.9 ±  0.3) × 1018 cm−3. The constant 
periodicity of the observed modulation as a function of delay behind 
the driver pulse further indicates a quasilinear wake, consistent with 

expectations for the experimental parameters, including laser intensity 
and plasma density.

To investigate the influence of the second-stage wakefield on the 
electron beam in detail, we subtracted the reference spectrum result-
ing from an unperturbed beam (positive delay) from the spectrum 
at each delay, to emphasize the effect of the second laser pulse while 
maintaining absolute charge information. The resulting electron dis-
tributions are plotted in Fig. 2b in the form of a waterfall plot of elec-
tron spectra, where each horizontal line corresponds to an energy 
spectrum that is averaged over five shots. Background-subtracted 
two-dimensional charge maps for the first two peaks and valleys of 
the blue curve in Fig. 2a, also averaged over five shots, are shown 
in Fig. 2d–g. The presence of the second-stage laser results in a 
reduction in total beam charge by up to a factor of three (Fig. 2a). 
For appropriate timing of the second-stage laser, however, charge 
was detected beyond the energy cut-off of the input electron spec-
trum, that is, > 200 MeV. This charge accelerated beyond the cut-off 
of the input spectrum (red and yellow areas in Fig. 2b, d, f), which 
indicates acceleration in the second stage. The integrated charge of 
1.2 pC in this region represents the charge trapped in the acceler-
ating phase of the wake, corresponding to a trapping efficiency of 
3.5%. At delays of λp/2 after the times of maximum energy gain, 
roughly 1 pC of additional charge was detected around 110–150 MeV  
(Fig. 2e,g). This could correspond to electrons that have deceler-
ated, or to electrons that have been deflected by the transverse wake 
fields into the spectrometer acceptance. The broad energy spread of  
the first-stage electron beam prevents unambiguous observation of the 
decelerating phase of the wake under these conditions.

Numerical modelling performed with the code INF&RNO28,29 
allows detailed analysis of the interaction. Figure 3a shows reference- 
subtracted electron spectra as a function of the delay between the 
arrival of the electron bunch and the laser pulse. The simulations 
show that the observed energy modulations depend on the phasing 
of the electron bunch within the wake. The periodicity of the modu-
lation is determined by the plasma density and is consistent with the 
experimental observation. However, the amount of post-accelerated  
charge decreases in the later accelerating phases of the wake as a result 
of increasing wake curvature. The fact that the linearity of the wake 
appears to be preserved in the experimental results could be attributed 
to a deviation from the parabolic plasma channel. We have found that, 
for example, simulating a quartic plasma density profile yields a charge 
distribution similar to that obtained in the experiment (Extended Data 
Fig. 1). Simulations performed assuming matched guiding conditions, 
and a more-energetic injector beam with reduced energy spread, indi-
cate that roughly 90% trapping can be achieved (Extended Data Fig. 2).

Figure 1 | The experimental set-up. In stage I, a pulse of laser light is 
focused on a gas jet, producing an electron beam. This beam is then 
transported to the entrance of stage II by a discharge capillary, which 
is acting as an active plasma lens. In stage II, the beam enters a second 
discharge capillary. A second laser pulse further accelerates the electrons; 
this laser is coupled to the second discharge capillary via a plasma-mirror 
tape. Lanex screens are used to detect the energy integrated and  

energy-dispersed (as part of a dipole spectrometer) electron profiles. The 
inset shows how the diameter of the waist (the ‘spot size’) of the electron 
beam evolves along the beam path (z), simulated for different electron-
beam energies produced by the first stage, according to ref. 8. Energies 
in the interval 75–125 MeV are focused at the entrance of the stage II 
capillary to spot sizes of the order of the input-laser spot size (18 µm).
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSING — PROBLEM 1: TEMPERATURE NON-UNIFORMITIES

�11

> Radial temperature non-uniformity – leads to nonlinear magnetic field profile 
 
        ⇒ Emittance growth or reduced aperture


> Can be solved using a high-Z gas species (argon instead of hydrogen/helium)


> However, high-Z gases lead to increased gas scattering:


> Can reduce scattering by using shorter, stronger lenses

Image source: C. A. Lindstrøm et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 194801 (2018)
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSING — Z-PINCHING

�12

> Current self-focuses due to strong B-fields (magnetic pressure > “gas” pressure) — deforms uniform current


> Intensely studied in 1950s–60s as a path towards fusion (did not work out).


> Sets limit to maximum current (and therefore focusing gradient)


> However, this effect takes some time to kick in: 
Example: 4 mbar argon, 500 µm radius, 5 A/ns ⇒ 200 ns


> Being addressed in experiments at CLEAR


> Possible solution: Ultrafast current rise times (0-to-kA in ns or less)
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSING — PASSIVE PLASMA LENSING DISTORTIONS
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> Linear colliders: intense beams — short bunches, high charge per bunch


> Plasma density can be chosen at will — high density more optimal for bunches longer than ~1 µm


> To avoid large emittance growth, the beam size must be increased (see Figure)


> Conclusion: For all machines, the required minimum beam size is FAR TOO LARGE (huge beta functions) 

> Possible solutions: Ultra-strong/fast discharges (short lenses). Multi-bucket bunch trains of lower intensity? Ultra-short beams?

Minimum (round) beam size
 for an emittance growth rate 0.1 mm mrad m -1

Plasma density:
2.4 1018 cm -3
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSING — PASSIVE PLASMA LENSING DISTORTIONS
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ACTIVE PLASMA LENSES — ALIC APPLICATIONS BEYOND STAGING

�15

> Low chromaticity final focusing (radial focusing can significantly increase energy acceptance) 
⇒ May shorten final focus significantly, and allow larger energy spread required for BNS damping


> High-yield positron sources (very compact, double energy acceptance, electron filtering, low phase slippage) 
⇒ Mentioned as an important goal for ALEGRO – could be done at CLEAR or eSPS

1652 
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Figure 2: Scheme of a plasma lens for positron capture. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM 
THE GSI PL 

PI;Lsmx lens applications at CJXRN and GSJ have recently 
dcmonstratod tlieir feasibility I,0 scrv(’ a5 a high efficient 
and novel technology for collecting and focusing of charged 
particle beams The experimcnt.al plasma lens program at 
GSI has been launched in 1989 to investigate the potential 
of plasma Ienscs for fine-focusing of heavy-ion beams to 
sub-mm spot sizes on targets. n’ith a 5 kJ z-pinch plasma 
lens the focusing effect on a h<,avy ion beam was demon- 
strated for the first time. A new pl:a~lla lens concept en- 
J>loying a “wall-stabilized” discharge mode has been devel- 
oped and tested recently with heavy-ion beanIs delivered 
from tllc I!NJ l,.AC accelrrat.or at. GSI. Jtelnarkable good 
heal11 optical properl.ics have, bren found. In Fig. 3 the fo- 

I *mm 4 

Figure 3: ITraining snapshots (200 ns cxxJ)osure timc) of 
seven gold ion beamlels t,akcll end-on at 200 mm behind 
the GSJ plasma lens 

cusing effect. on an ensemble of seven individual 2.2 GeV 
gold ion beanr1et.s entering the J)l;ts~~~a lens in parallel is vis- 
ible. These beamlets, with a nlagnelic rigidily of 1.57‘111, 
arc diagnosctd short.ly behind the lens exit via the light pro- 
duced in a fast Jblastic scint,illator which is imaged by fast 
digital end-on framing J>hot.ogrnphy. A symmetric merging 
iri t.imc t,o on( final sJ]ot, is sc(‘I1. II is cOrrclill,t:cl lo !.ire si- 

nusoidally increasing field gradient of the lens from zero to 
a maximum of about GO T/m at current maximum. Com- 
pared to previously used z-pinch I’L’s the wall-stabilized 
discharge has a drastically decreased energy input due to a 
rt4uced active plasma volume. For typically 100 J electri- 
cal energy and a desired repetition rate of 100 Hz a cool- 
ing system for 10 kbV is needed. We believe that the PI, 
tests at GSI have demonstrated the superior beam optical 
propert.ies of J’L’s for a charged particle beam. The pa- 
rameter region covered is very close to the one needed for 
an apJ)licatiorr in J)ositron sources. The remaining techni- 
cal problems concerning windows and repetition rate seem 
to raise no fundamental obstacles to a polential use of a 
plasma lens for positron capture. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Tlic beam optical propert,ies of a I’L favours Llle use of SucJI 
a focusing elerncn~ in positron sources. Tile eJTiciency is 
consitirrably (‘ntlnrlc4 conllIared to standard AC capture 
srhemc,s, t11(, J>roblenn of electron contanlination is elimi- 
~iat,cd ;uld tllr 11u11cI1 shape dislort.ion is strongly reduced 
‘The success of t,bc GSJ experiments gives us confidcncc 
tllat a comJ,ac‘t I’J, is also fea-qiblc for pcxitron capture. 
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is valid, with p the charge and I’ the mornenlum of the 
particles. In the case of the AC equation 1 holds in a 
coordinate systclll which rotates along the z-axis with the 
larmor angle [5]. From equations 2 and 3 we can already 
draw t.wo important conclusions. 

1, Since q appears quadratic in equation 3 and linear 
in equation 2 an AC is focusing for positrons as well 
as for electrons, while the PL focuses only one type 
of particles. Therefore a PL would eliminate the un- 
wanted electron contaminat.ion of the beam 

2. The relative change of g wit.tl the particle momentum 
is for the J’I, 

_.=-cl” (h 

9 P 

and 
*=-,dP 
9 P 

for the AC. Therefore a matching device built with 

a 1’1, has twice the energy acceptance than a device 
with the same 9 shape htit, teased on an AC. 

A matching system frcqucntlg used for positron injector 
linacs is the quarter wave t.ransfornler (QLVT) [G). In the 
QWT the particles perform a quarter of a betatron oscil- 
lation in a region with high y before they enter the waveg- 
uide. T11e main disadvantage of the QWT is its rather 
small energy accept,ancc. Though existing devices are built. 
with AC’s they could be also realized with PL’s, thus dou- 
bling the energy acceptance. If 0 is the axial magnetic 
field in the wavcgu~dc and I’ is the mean niomentum of 
t Ire accepted positrotls OIIC can calculat.c tlte lengrl~ I, alrd 
current I of a PI, to be 

Al’? 
I, = - 

qill? 

and I = z qB”R4 
2/‘[] PI-” 

It is assumed tllat the radius of the plasma tube Ii is 
equal the waveguide aperture, r is the accepted radial 
displacement on the converter exit face. For the par”- 
ineters of tlie LEI’ injector linac (1~11,) \vlt,tr ii = Ymm, 

B = 0.36’1’, it incan accepted inomentuni of f’ = 6 MeV/c 
alld a radial disl~lacern~~nt, acceptance of 1‘ = 2mnl, one 
gets L = 3.9c111 and I = 13.3 kA. ‘I‘11e related field grit- 

dient q is 32.8T/rn. For an AC the length would br 
tile same and the required longitudinal B-field would bc 

1.627’. Tile pat.11 length difference As betlvccrl a particlr 
emerging from the converter wit.11 ttle masimurrl accepted 
angle to a particle emitted with a zero angle can be calcu- 
lated to be 

7r2R2 
As xz - 

161, 

‘I’llis is half the value OIIC gets for an AC-Q\Y’l‘. The reason 

is that the particle in the AC spirals along the field lines, 
while in the PI, tile path is a sinusoidal curve in the plane 
of emission. 

The positron yield of a J’J, in conlljarison with an AC 

1651 

positron source. The phase space coordinates of a sam- 
ple of posiLrons emerging frorn the target were computc4 
with a program based on the package GEANT (7) and 
then tracked through the system with the code COMPOSl 
(=COMpute POSitron Tracks) which was developed for 
this purpose. Fig. 1 shows the computed yield as a func- 
tion of the PI, V~CUIII~ window thickness in comparison 1.0 
the computc~J yield of tile present AC-QWT system. J>e- 
pending on the window a gain of more than a factor 2 is 
expected. 
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Figure 1: Yi<lltl computed for different vacuu~n windows 

3 SCHEME FOR A PL 

A sketch of a possit)Ic configuraf,ion of ;I PI, for positrar 
capture, is sl~owr~ itr J’ig.2. The convert.er target scrvcs 
also a-5 the 1’1, anode,. To sp1’arat.e t.tle pta5ma region frorri 
the vacuurri of the waveguide a window has to be inserted. 
This window has Lo be rather thin to avoid excessive mu- 
tiple scattering of the positrons, e.g. a 20pm aluminium 
foil is sufficient. The interaction of the plasma wit11 sucl~ 
a foil has not yet been investigated but it seems to be a 
manageable problem for the relatively low discharge ener- 
gies needed for the positron PI,. In Table 1 the paramet(,rs 
of a PL-QWT for the LIT, positron source are summarized 
and compared to the values of the existing GSI PI*. ‘I’trc~ 

Table 1: PL parameters 

1 positron PL 1 GSI PI, 
length of plasma colurn~ 39 mm 1 100 m 111 
diameter of plasma COIIIIIII~ 

required gradient and pulse length are smaller for the J,J I, 
application than tlrc values already achieved at GSJ [8) 
The feasibility of the repet.ition rat,e remains t,o bc shown. 
If the stray axial field from the downstream wavegnidc 
solenoid causes problems for the plasma, appropriate rr~ag- 

net,ic shielding bet.wcc~n tllc lens antf t 11~’ wavcguidc could 
was investigated with a computer sil,lulatioll of the LI<J’ he added 
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FIG. 3. Optics of the new NLC final focus system showing
horizontal and vertical betatron (b) and dispersion (h) functions
similarly to Fig. 1.

sextupoles with gradients of about 1 T and 0.5 T!cm2 at
1 TeV!cm, respectively. The design aperture of the NLC
final doublet is about ra ! 10 mm, while for the new
FF with twice longer L! this aperture can be as large as
ra ! 20 mm. Although the chromatic correction is larger
due to the longer L!, the performance of the system is still
better than for the original NLC FF design.

Figure 4 compares the bandwidth of the NLC FF and
the new design in the IP phase. The bandwidth is derived
from the variation of the beta function and the beam size as
they actually contribute to luminosity, which is determined
by tracking codes that include the effect of synchrotron
radiation [6,7]. The beam size bandwidth is narrower than
the beta function bandwidth because of higher order cross-
plane chromatic aberrations.

While the IP bandwidth for these two systems is compa-
rable, the FD bandwidth is much wider for the new design
as seen in Fig. 5. This phase is often ignored, but it is the
phase which dominates the backgrounds. The dynamic
aperture is also much larger for the new system as seen in
Fig. 6 which shows the halo particle distribution at the face
of the final doublet for the traditional FF and for the new

FIG. 4. IP bandwidth of the traditional and the new NLC final
focus. Normalized betatron functions and normalized luminosity
equivalent beam size versus energy offset DE!E, and normal-
ized luminosity versus rms energy spread sE .

FIG. 5. FD bandwidth of the traditional and the new NLC final
focus. Normalized betatron functions at the final doublet versus
energy offset DE!E.

FF. One can see that the beam is very distorted in the tra-
ditional FF while the nonlinear terms are still negligible
for the new FF and that the nonzero dispersion across the
FD in the new system has little effect on the dynamic
aperture. The larger dynamic aperture of the new FF and
larger FD aperture allow the collimation requirements to
be greatly relaxed, especially for the FD phase, without in-
creasing particle losses at the FD or synchrotron radiation
hitting the vertex detector. Because of the shorter length
of the system, there would also be less regeneration of the
beam halo in the final focus itself from beam-gas scatter-
ing, reducing an additional source of backgrounds.

A major advantage of the new final focus design is that
the new system is much more suitable for scaling to higher
energies. It is difficult to analytically derive a universal for-
mula for the length of the traditional final focus as a func-
tion of energy. However, from the length of the systems

FIG. 6. Beam at the entrance of the final doublet for the tra-
ditional and the new NLC final focus. Particles of the incoming
beam are placed on a surface of an ellipsoid with dimensions
Ns"x , x 0, y , y 0, E# ! "800, 8, 4000, 40, 20# times larger than the
nominal beam sizes.

3781

Image source: C. A. Lindstrøm, PhD thesis (University of Oslo, 2019)

Image source: Braun et al., Proceedings of EPAC1992 (1992), p. 1650.

Image source: P. Raimondi and A. Seryi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 3779 (2001)
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FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION: PLASMA LENSES AND ALIC

�16

> Strong focusing and non-negligible energy spread/chirp is needed in any high gradient accelerator to avoid transverse wakefields 
and beam breakup


> Avoiding significant divergence of the beam to avoid emittance growth from chromaticity in staging – requires strong lensing


> Requires: Ultra-strong (small-scale) quadrupoles, or ideally radial focusing = plasma lensing 

> Fundamentals problem with passive plasma lenses:


> Emittance growth from longitudinally/transversely nonuniform focusing — unless in a blowout with a driver


> Ion column does not work for positrons, suck-in regime leads to transverse beam loading for efficient beams


> Beam-based: Not suitable for systems with few nm-level misalignment tolerances 

> Fundamental problem with active plasma lenses:


> Intense bunches in the accelerator + no significant divergence (no chromaticity) = Intense bunches in APL


> Drives wakefields: no longer functions as an active plasma lens (see passive plasma lens problems above)


> Conclusion: Active/passive plasma lensing is technologically promising, but face fundamental issues related to ALIC. 

> Is there any way around this problem?     No staging?  Fewer, longer stages?  Low intensity bunch trains?

http://forward.desy.de
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POSSIBLE DIRECTION FOR FEWER, LONGER STAGES — RECURSIVE STAGING

�17

> Use PWFA recursively for increasing driver energy — fewer, longer accelerator cells (allows longer interstages)


> A solution for staging-limited accelerators (= high-gradient accelerators?) — not for length, but for emittance growth


> Important requirement: high driver-to-witness energy and efficiency.   

> Limits transformer ratio = 1? Only possible for beam driven accelerators?

E0 2E0 3E0 4E0 5E0 6E0 7E0

(a)  Linear staging

E0 2E0 4E0 8E0 16E0

(b)  Recursive staging

New ALIC geometry? “Tree collider”?

http://forward.desy.de


THANKS FOR LISTENING!


